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Executive Summary
A Keeyask fish passage feasibility study was undertaken with the goal of developing and
evaluating a suite of upstream and downstream fish passage alternatives for the proposed
Keeyask Generating Station (GS), and providing a recommendation of which preferred options
could be carried forward for further study, if required due to stakeholder or regulatory concerns.
The initial scope of this study was to recommend a preferred fish passage design based on best
available information1. However, recent discussions with federal and provincial fisheries
regulators have resulted in a decision to defer the final evaluation/selection and additional design
development process until a greater understanding of fish behavior is gained through monitoring
of site specific behavior, once the GS is in place. In addition, a physical provision and a
commitment has been made to facilitate retrofitting a fishway at some future time, if required,
through reserving land at several locations adjacent to the GS as potential sites for the
installation of a fish passage facility and installing non-functional “closed” structures in locations
where it would be difficult (i.e., inaccessible and/or technically challenging) to construct a
structure after the project is in place such that these structures could be “opened” if required.
This would provide an array of potential sites for installation of a fishway once the fish behavior
information from post-project monitoring becomes available.
This report provides a summary of the conceptual design of fish passage alternatives for
Keeyask, undertaken as part of the original scope of the Keeyask fish passage feasibility study1.
The design concepts were developed by an interdisciplinary team of engineers and fisheries
biologists lead by R2 Resource Consultants, Inc. (R2). A proven effective fish passage design for
a GS of similar scale to Keeyask and for the fish species found in the Nelson River does not
exist, particularly for lake sturgeon. Therefore a proven design cannot be duplicated from an
existing GS, and a process for creating and evaluating new and innovative designs was required.
The fish passage feasibility study was organized into three components:
1. Upstream fish collection;
2. Upstream passage; and
3. Downstream passage.
Upstream fish collection is highlighted as the most important and challenging component of fish
passage design in that if fish cannot find the fishway entrance, then fish passage will not be
possible, regardless of the method.
Upstream fish passage alternatives examined in the feasibility study were limited to methods that
include some level of volitional fish movement, and do not include methods that would collect
fish at locations remote from the GS. Removal of the volitional movement criteria would allow
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for alternative fish passage facilities/programs (e.g., collecting fish with nets, traps, angling,
etc.).
Design criteria for the development of conceptual alternatives of the three fish passage
components are outlined for the Keeyask GS including the relative scale and location of specific
features and facilities. Upstream fish passage alternatives include a formal trap and transport
system, fish lock/lift, structural fishway and nature-like bypass. Examples of the key components
of fish passage alternatives in use at other generating stations which may be appropriate for the
Keeyask GS are included for reference. Downstream fish passage alternatives were examined
and the recommended alternative was to allow unhindered fish passage through the powerhouse
and spillway. This is because enhancement features built into the turbines to reduce fish
injury/mortality and the absence of energy dissipation block on the spillway allow for very high
survival rates for fish moving downstream.
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1.0 Introduction
The Keeyask Hydropower Limited Partnership (KHLP) is proposing to construct the 695
MW Keeyask Hydroelectric Generating Station (GS) on the Nelson River in Northern
Manitoba. The project is currently being designed and developed by Manitoba Hydro
(MH) in partnership with four First Nations, which form the KHLP. One consideration
associated with this project is the effects to existing fish movements and the feasibility of
effective developing upstream and downstream fish passage facilities at the Keeyask GS.
A Keeyask fish passage feasibility study was undertaken to develop and evaluate a suite
of upstream and downstream fish passage alternatives for the proposed Keeyask
Generating Station (GS), and provide a recommendation of which preferred options could
be carried forward for further study, if required. The initial scope of this study was to
recommend a preferred fish passage design based on best available information1.
However, through recent discussions with federal and provincial fisheries regulators, a
decision has been made to defer the final evaluation/selection and fish passage design
development process until a greater understanding has been gained regarding fish
behavior once the GS is in place. In addition, a physical provision and a commitment has
been made to facilitate retrofitting a fishway at some future time, if required, through
reserving land at several locations adjacent to the GS as potential sites for the installation
of a fish passage facility and installing non-functional “closed” structures in locations
where it would be difficult (i.e., inaccessible and/or technically challenging) to construct
a structure after the project is in place such that these structures could be “opened” if
required. This would provide an array of potential sites for installation of a fishway once
the fish behavior information from post-project monitoring becomes available.
A proven effective fish passage design for a generating station of similar scale to the
Keeyask GS and for the fish species found in the Nelson River does not exist, particularly
for lake sturgeon. Therefore a proven design cannot be duplicated from an existing
generating station, and a process for creating and evaluating a new and innovative design
is required.
Manitoba Hydro retained a fish passage consulting team including R2 Resource
Consultants, Inc. (R2), in association with Kozmo Inc., to investigate the feasibility of
incorporating upstream and downstream fish passage facilities into the Keeyask project.
The consultant team (R2 design team) is comprised of engineers and fisheries biologists
who specialize in the development and design of fish passage facilities.
It should be noted that the development of conceptual design of fish passage alternatives
examined were limited to methods that include some level of volitional fish movement,
5
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and do not include methods that would collect fish at locations remote from the GS. As
such, the alternatives presented are similar to facilities designed for true migratory
species such as salmonids which require passage in order to complete their life cycle.
This type of true migratory species is not found at Keeyask. Removal of the volitional
movement criteria would allow for the development of alternative fish passage
facilities/programs (e.g., collecting fish with nets, traps, angling, etc.) than those
developed for this study.
The goals for the development of conceptual design of fish passage alternatives for
Keeyask are summarized as follows:






Review and summarize information necessary to develop fish passage concepts,
including structural and operational parameters, fisheries information, and
associated data.
Define and document the methods and criteria used to develop the alternatives.
Criteria were to include but not be limited to:
o Biological criteria (i.e., suitability for target species);
o Technical issues (i.e., constructability, compatibility with project design
and construction schedules, ease of modification, ease of monitoring).
Develop an inventory of suitable upstream and downstream fish passage
alternatives for species known to be present in the Keeyask Project area, including
lake sturgeon. These alternatives were to consider operation in an ice-affected
climate, and must be compatible with regulatory requirements.

2.0 Project Data Relevant to Fish Passage
The Keeyask GS will be a 695-megawatt (MW) hydroelectric generating project at Gull
Rapids on the lower Nelson River, 31 km west of Gillam, Manitoba. Principal project
structures consist of a powerhouse complex, spillway, dams and dykes (see DWG 1).
The powerhouse, including a control building and service bay, will house the equipment
required to produce electricity. The spillway, dams, and dykes are required to manage
the water flows essential to producing hydroelectricity. A reservoir will be created
upstream of the principal structures. Permanent infrastructure consists of roads, borrow
sources, and boat docking and launching facilities.
Additional project information pertaining to hydrology and hydraulics and the planned
operation of Keeyask is available in other memos and the Keeyask EIS
(http://keeyask.com/wp/).
The Keeyask Project powerhouse will contain seven vertical shaft turbines and
generators, each with an intake, scroll case, and draft tube. The intake for each turbine
6
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unit will have three openings, each with a service gate. Intake channels and tailrace
channels to direct flow into and away from the powerhouse will be excavated through
overburden and bedrock. The powerhouse will be located within and adjacent to the
north channel of the Nelson River at the site location.
Three earthfill dams (the north dam, central dam, and south dam) will be constructed
across Gull Rapids, creating a reservoir upstream of the powerhouse. The dams will be
zoned earth fill embankments consisting of an impervious core with granular and crushed
rock filters and outer rock shells. The north dam will have a maximum height of
approximately 25 m and will be approximately 100 m in length. To the north, it will
connect with the north dyke and to the south with the powerhouse. The central dam will
have a maximum height of approximately 28 m and will be approximately 1,600 m in
length. It will extend from the powerhouse to the spillway.
The spillway will be located within the channel of Gull Rapids, approximately 1.6 km
south of the powerhouse (see DWG 1). The spillway will be a seven-bay concrete
overflow structure with individually-controlled gates. The south dam will have a
maximum height of approximately 22 m and will be 565 m in length. It will be
constructed across the south channel of the river, extending from the spillway to the south
dyke. A series of discontinuous earthfill dykes will be located along both sides of the
river to contain water in the reservoir and limit the extent of flooding. To facilitate
inspection and maintenance, a roadway will be constructed on top of the dykes and on
high ground between the sections of dykes. Including the roadway sections, these earth
dykes will be 11.6 km on the north and 11.2 km on the south side of the river.
The reservoir will extend approximately 42 km from the generating station to the outlet
of Clark Lake. Initially, the reservoir area will be 93 km2, consisting of approximately 48
km2 of existing waterways and approximately 45 km2 of newly inundated lands. The
reservoir area will increase over time due to the erosion of some mineral shorelines and
peatland disintegration – for example, by approximately 7 to 8 km2 during the first 30
years after the Project is constructed.
Several aquatic resource enhancements are under consideration to reduce potential
impacts of the Keeyask GS. These measures are still under development but if
implemented the design and location of these measures could affect the efficacy of fish
passage alternatives.
Existing sturgeon spawning habitats in the Gull Rapids area will not be available
following construction of the Keeyask GS. One measure being developed to compensate
for this effect is the construction of a spawning shoal near the north bank downstream of
the GS.
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Adult sturgeon attracted to the spawning shoal may be inadvertently attracted to the
entrance of any fish collector located in the vicinity. Depending on the type of collection
and passage component, attracting gravid sturgeon from the spawning shoal into the fish
passage system could be detrimental to the sturgeon population. Any fish passage facility
operating in this location would need to be designed to minimize the risk of transporting
adult sturgeon that would otherwise use the constructed spawning shoal using techniques
such as grating to preclude large sturgeon or temporary closure of facilities during the
spawning season.
Aquatic habitat enhancements may be developed for the south side of the channel
immediately downstream of the South Dam. Depending on the type of enhancement
developed, there may be potential to incorporate these measures with fish passage
facilities.

3.0 Biological Criteria
The development of fish passage alternatives requires consideration of structural,
hydraulic, operational, and biological factors. In a broad sense, biological information
will define the overall success of any selected fish passage alternative. In a detailed
sense, biological criteria are needed to guide the type, location and design of fish passage
components.
Based on monitoring studies completed to date the fish species present at the Keeyask
site do not appear to be undertaking movement behaviors typical of migratory species, as
a requirement of their life history. Fish can move up and down over the GS site, but
movements appear to be more for foraging movements rather than activities such as
spawning. However, it it recognized that there is some uncertainty in these results.
Biological criteria to guide the design of passage facilities for non-anadromous fish and
species present at the Keeyask Project are still considered experimental, or early in
development, as compared to criteria for anadromous fish passage facilities. Given this
uncertainty, defining concepts for fish passage alternatives for fish in the Keeyask area
required assumptions regarding the species, life stages, and size classes targeted for
passage. Fish passage components were also identified and evaluated for the opportunity
to collect biological information to refine fish passage objectives and design features in
subsequent stages of fish passage implementation. The introduction of this phased
developmental approach to allow testing of concepts and collection of behavior and
performance data has proven to be successful for anadromous salmonid species, and is
important to examine and consider with the development of fish passage facilities for the
Keeyask Project.
For the purposes of this report, the potential biological risks or biological benefits of
providing fish passage were not evaluated. Focus was placed on biological information
8
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such as fish species, movement periodicity, fish size and abundance and swimming
abilities that are pertinent to the type, location, design and potential success of fishway
components.
The timing or periodicty of fish movements is of particular importance and may affect the
design, size, period of operation, and likelihood of success of fish passage alternatives.
Fish may exhibit directed movements to spawning habitats, or when foraging, dispersing,
or seeking refugia. The timing of fish movements can affect the evaluation of fish
passage alternatives, especially if passage is incorporated into water control structures.
For instance, the entrance of a potential upstream fish passage facility at the Keeyask GS
must consider the timing and frequency of spill (south bank) or peaking operations (north
bank). Additionally, the winter ice cover on the river in the Keeyask Project Area must
be considered.

4.0 Fish Passage Alternatives
As noted previously, fish passage design has been organized into the following three
components:
 Upstream fish collection;
 Upstream passage; and
 Downstream passage.
This section describes the various upstream and downstream fish passage concepts that
could potentially be used in conjunction with collection locations developed for Keeyask.

4.1 Upstream Collection and Passage
Two primary characteristics of upstream fish passage systems were identified for
considerations at Keeyask: 1) upstream collection, and 2) upstream passage. These
components are described as follows:




“Upstream Collection” defines the ability to attract and collect fish from the
Nelson River downstream of the dam. This characteristic includes the ability to
behaviorally or hydraulically attract or guide the fish from the river into a fish
collection chamber. Typical features of an upstream collection feature include a
fishway entrance (weir, orifice, slot, etc.), attraction flow to draw fish into the
entrance, and a collection pool that encourages fish to stay, or traps fish in the
facility to prepare for transport past the dam.
“Upstream Passage” defines the means to move fish from the collection pool to a
release site upstream of the dam. Typical features of the upstream passage feature
9
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include various styles of fish ladders, fish lifts, fish locks, or trap and transport
programs.
The Upstream Collection component is typically the most challenging feature to locate
and design such that it would reliably draw fish from the river into the collection pool.
This is because the collection component must accommodate all of the target species and
interact well with the Generating Station design details, river hydrology, site hydraulics,
and planned GS operations. The ability to design the entrance component for the desired
collection performance typically varies more among hydroelectric facilities than any
other fishway feature. As a result, fishway entrances are often modified after their initial
construction to help improve their attraction performance.
One advantage for designing a system at Keeyask is the fact that the facility has not yet
been constructed; there are more opportunities, and it may be less expensive to
accommodate plans for fish facilities in the original construction than would likely be
possible with a retrofitted system. However, a disadvantage is that there is currently no
“near-field” fish behavior data or hydraulic data that would help confirm the normal
hypothesis on how fish may approach the generating station so there is a risk that fish
collection facilities may not be constructed at the optimal location. Fish movements
based on foraging may have very different behavioral cues than those associated with
activities such as spawning. The development of a number of potential collection
locations provides opportunities to deal with this uncertainty. All potential sites would
then be available for selection once the near-field information from post-project
monitoring becomes available. For those locations where a closed collection facility
would be installed the best available data on fish behavior will be used to optimize the
location, as discussed below.

4.1.1 Upstream Collection Location and Configuration Alternatives
Given the uncertainties noted above, upstream collection alternatives were developed
based on two primary assumptions:



Location: upstream fish passage system entrances would be located to best collect
fish that are motivated to move upstream, and
Configuration: entrances would be configured to best attract all of the target fish
species based on current understandings of fish behavior.

Six (6) upstream collection locations were identified for further consideration in this
study, designated as Upstream Collection (UC) Entrance Locations #1-6, as shown on
Drawing 1. Descriptions of these locations are provided below, including pertinent
discussions on their merits and potential concerns. One goal of this final list of
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alternatives was to represent a full suite of alternative entrance locations along the dam
that are all likely to attract fish. The locations described are not meant to be precise but
can be selected more precisely based on further examination which may include:
additional bathymetric surveys, hydraulic modeling, or fish behavior data. Entrance
locations 1 through 4 are in places that may be more inaccessible and challenging to
retrofit after the GS is constructed and these are being considered for installation prior to
construction. Entrance locations 5 and 6 would be feasible for retrofit after GS
construction.
4.1.1.1 UC Entrance Location #1 –North Bank of Tailrace Downstream Site of Powerhouse

This location, on the north bank of the tailrace, approximately 250 meters downstream of
the powerhouse (see DWG 1), was selected because the plan is to operate Units 1 and 2
all the time during the sturgeon spawning season to create suitable hydraulic conditions
over the spawning shoal. Advantages of this location include:








This location is believed to be far enough downstream that the velocities from the
Units 1 and 2 would have an opportunity to dissipate prior to reaching this point,
such that sturgeon would be able to reach this entrance during low to high
generation.
An entrance in this location provides ready access to the north bank shore area in
an otherwise uncongested area to facilitate phasing expansion of facilities to any
of the passage alternatives described below.
A deep entrance is envisioned here for sturgeon, with an attraction flow trajectory
and hydraulic design of the transition between the entrance and the edge of the
tailrace that would provide the best hydraulic signature for sturgeon to find.
The entrance can be shielded somewhat by the bankline of the tailrace so it is not
overwhelmed hydraulically by turbulence in the flow from the turbines.

Issues to be addressed with this entrance location include:





This location could attract fish off the spawning grounds that are not intending to
move upstream. Means to address this concern include the possibility of placing a
grate over the entrance during spawning season to preclude large spawning
sturgeon from entering. The entrance could also be closed during spawning
season, and passage could be discontinued during this time or other entrance(s)
could remain open if more than one entrance is incorporated.
Fish moving upstream that are not near the north bank of the tailrace would likely
move up to the powerhouse and pass this location.
It is understood that a spawning area is to be constructed within or adjacent to the
powerhouse tailrace. The development of this feature in relation to a collection
site location would need further assessment to confirm effectiveness. The
11
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collector entrance would be at the depth of the tailrace; and coordination between
this entrance location and the spawning area should be considered during future
design phases.
4.1.1.2 UC Entrance Location #2 – North Bank of Tailrace, Adjacent to Powerhouse

This location is similar to Location #1, but located along the north edge of the tailrace
immediately downstream of Unit 1 (see DWG 1). This represents the furthest location a
fish moving upstream could reach prior to finding the powerhouse and draft tube exits.
Fishway entrances in similar corner locations typically work well to attract fish if draft
tube discharge velocities and levels of turbulence are within the allowable swimming
capabilities of the target species.
Advantages of this location include:




Operation of Units 2 and 3 as the first-on units (assuming they created the desired
conditions in the spawning area as well or better than operating Unit 1 does),
could facilitate hydraulic conditions that would allow fish to find this entrance, as
they may be likely to travel up the shear zone area between the edge of the Unit 2
discharge flow and the north bank of the tailrace.
Fish that bypass entrances further downstream may search along the downstream
face of the powerhouse, such that they find a corner entrance.

Issues to be addressed with this entrance location include:




This might not be an ideal location by itself if Unit 1 is going to consistently be
the first-on unit, because fish may not be able to find or reach it in the high
velocity flow along the north side of the tailrace.
The velocity and turbulence immediately downstream of operating units could
effectively block fish that are near the center of the tailrace from accessing the
north bank and this entrance location.

4.1.1.3 UC Entrance Location #3 – South Bank of Tailrace (on the Transmission Spur)
Downstream of Powerhouse

This is similar to UC Entrance Location #1, but on the south side of the tailrace (on the
transmission spur) approximately 250 metres downstream of the powerhouse (see DWG
1). This alternative would have similar performance characteristics to UC Entrance
Location #1, and may attract fish better when Units 5, 6, and 7 are operating to create
attraction flow.
Advantages of this location include:
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This location would help to collect fish approaching from the south side of the
tailrace channel, and would help to avoid the potential to draw fish from the
spawning area on the north shore.
This location appears to be a good entrance location when all seven units are
running, as there will be a hydraulic shear zone along the flow peeling off the end
of the transmission spur which may be the furthest upstream that a fish traveling
up from the south side can easily swim during full flow powerhouse conditions.

The following issue would need further consideration:




The site at this location is more constrained, and not all fish passage options
would be feasible here (specifically the nature-like fishway alternative, due to
space limitations).
Technical concerns regarding personnel safety and access near the transmission
features would need to be addressed.

4.1.1.4 UC Entrance Location #4 – South Bank of Tailrace, Adjacent to Powerhouse

This is similar to UC Location #2, on south bank of the tailrace but in the corner between
the south end of the powerhouse face, and the south bank of the tailrace (see DWG 1).
Advantages of this location are similar to UC Entrance Location #2, but biased towards
south powerhouse unit operation.
The following issue would need further consideration, in addition to the issues noted for
UC Entrance Location #1:



Similar to UC Entrance Location #3, the site area is more limited, and would not
accommodate a nature-like fishway.
It also would need to address safety and access needs of the transmission features.

4.1.1.5 UC Entrance Location #5 – At Spillway on South Side of Discharge Channel

This location is on the south side of the spillway discharge channel, located near the face
of the spillway (see DWG 1). This location could provide for collection of fish that may
be attracted to the area during periods of low to mid spill flows, especially if the open
spill gate(s) were limited to the south side spill bays.
Advantages of this location include:



It might be possible at this location to incorporate some of the functions of the
entrance into other mitigation features in the vicinity of the spillway.
An alternate entrance downstream of the location shown on Drawing 1 would be
feasible, which could help to attract fish at a wider range of spill flows.
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Site access is good to provide any fish passage system.

Issues to be addressed with this entrance location include:





A water supply pumped from the tailrace would be some distance away, such as
at the opposite side of the spillway, to locate the pump station in an area with
good sweeping flows for debris management.
High velocity from the spill flow extends a considerable distance downstream and
may make it difficult for fish to find these locations during spill periods.
The majority of the flow would typically be near the powerhouse, which would
also be operated with a minimum flow. Flow near the spillway would be
intermittent, so there would be less attraction overall to the spillway area.

4.1.1.6 UC Entrance Location #6 – On South Bank Where Spill Flow Enters Stephens Lake

The goal of this entrance is to take advantage of the high-velocity spill flow along the
south shore beyond the downstream edge of the spillway (see DWG 1), where the flow
enters Stephens Lake. There may be a natural weir-like standing wave in this area along
the outer bank, and fish may be attracted to this higher energy flow.
Advantages of this location include:




It might be possible at this location to incorporate some of the functions of the
entrance into other mitigation features in the vicinity of the spillway.
This entrance may attract more fish than an entrance located near the upstream
end of the spillway at high flows.
Site access allows coupling with any of the upstream passage alternatives.

Issues to be addressed with this entrance location include:




There is no clear precise location where fish are blocked and the location would
change with different spill operations. Not being located where fish are blocked
would allow fish to pass by the location and continue some distance upstream.
A water supply pumped from the tailrace would be some distance away, to locate
the pump station in an area with good sweeping flows for debris management.

4.1.2 Upstream Collection Configuration
In addition to the entrance location, the configuration of the entrance is a key feature to
attracting and retaining fish. Fishway entrance configurations are defined by an entrance
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that fish are both physically able and behaviorally motivated to swim into.
parameters of a fishway entrance include:




Key

A sufficient “attraction flow,” that fish can sense as they swim upstream,
Flow introduced at a depth that fish would likely swim past for entrance
discovery, and
An appropriate shape and size such that fish are comfortable entering, to
propagate the entrance flow jet into the river, and provide a favorable velocity to
attract the desired species.

Sturgeon are thought to favor a deep orifice type entrance, located in the areas of higher
flow. Other species may be more successfully attracted with a vertical slot type entrance,
or with a combination orifice/surface weir style entrance.
The “new construction” of the Keeyask project requires anticipation of varying entrance
performances for the different species and varying project flow and operating conditions.
An approach that provides an adjustable entrance was identified that could be easily
modified with respect to both attraction flow amount, and entrance shape. The Upstream
Fish Collection Facility illustrated on Drawing 2 provides a schematic layout of an
adjustable fishway entrance facility that would be feasible at all six entrance locations
describe above. It is simply a concrete box sheltered in the bankline extending from the
channel floor to above the bankline with a blockout towards the river into which a variety
of slots, orifices, and weirs can be installed. It has a pumped water supply to provide
flow. This entrance facility would be paired with various entrance locations to create full
“upstream collection” systems, described in the proceeding section.
Features identified for the adjustable entrance Fish Collection Facility (Drawing 2) could
include:
 A base entrance structure, sized to consider the full range of attraction flows that
can accommodate the following features.
 An orientation of the structure that would best introduce the attraction flow into
the receiving channel or river section. The orientation shown on Drawings 2 and
8 would help to propagate the attraction flow into the tailrace channel, and create
a hydraulic signature that would better attract fish.
 A wide blockout in the structure with guide slots to hold an adjustable entrance
panel.
 The adjustable entrance panel which could be configured for an orifice, weir, slot,
or combination of these entrance shapes.
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A closure gate to allow removal and modification of the entrance panel, and to
allow dewatering and access to the chamber for manual collection of fish and
inspections/maintenance.
A hoist system that would allow removal and modifications to the entrance panel.
A water supply that can provide sufficient attraction flow to the entrance to test a
wide variety of entrance shapes and flows.
A fish collection chamber that is large enough to accommodate the attraction
flow, to be introduced through wall diffusers.
A means to collect fish from the chamber, or to connect this entrance to a variety
of fish passage systems, which are described in the next section.
The adjustable entrance panel could be fabricated from a steel frame assembly,
with removable skin panels that could accommodate a wide variety of shapes and
orifice elevations.

The actual features of a collection facility at Keeyask could be fine-tuned based on the
preference for either a manual, more labor intensive facility, a fully automated facility, or
something in-between. Each approach should be accompanied with specific fish
handling protocols that would assure fish safety and health.
The water supply that provides the attraction flow is a key feature, and its capacity would
need to be considered in advance. Given the scale of the tailrace and river channel
downstream of the dam, a water supply capacity for each entrance of 5 to 25 m3/s is
initially envisioned for the feasibility analysis, which is similar in scale to the entrances
proven to collect white sturgeon on the Columbia River in the United States. If fish
passage facilities are phased, an objective of the initial phases would be to define water
supply capacities more precisely for any primary and additional entrances in later phases.
The attraction water source could be provided from a pump station, dedicated turbine, or
turbine pump integrated into the generating station. For costing purposes, it was assumed
for concept development that a new pump station would be constructed along the tailrace
channel, where high sweeping velocities would help keep pump intake screens clean
from debris. The water supply source and location should be investigated further as the
study progresses, and could be integrated into the Fish Collection Facility water supply
noted on Drawing 2.
This attraction water would be introduced through wall diffusers into a collection
chamber, and would be called the Auxiliary Water Supply, or AWS system. Diffusers
would be sized to limit the maximum velocity through the diffuser panel at 0.3 m/s or as
further defined by early phases. Diffuser sumps would need to be sized large enough to
avoid turbulence and surging at the diffuser panels.
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An initial configuration utilizing a deep orifice, with its bottom flush with the bottom of
the tailrace channel is shown on Drawing 2. The initial orifice size of 3 metres high by 2
metres wide would provide an entrance velocity of 1.67 m/s, with an attraction flow of 10
m3/s. This is simply for illustration purposes, and additional discussion is warranted on
the initial configuration and flow amount to attract sturgeon from the tailrace at specific
locations.
In addition to the fish collection chamber, a relatively simple but complete fish collection
and trap system that would allow capture and collection of these fish is illustrated on
Drawing 2, with a definition of where the Trap Facility starts for this analysis. This
system is described in the Upstream Fish Passage alternatives section.
4.1.3 Upstream Collection – Alternatives Definitions and Discussion
Five “upstream collection” alternatives were developed, by pairing the Entrance Chamber
with a variety of individual or combinations of fishway entrance locations thought to be
beneficial for analysis in this study. Table 1 summarizes these pairings, which are
designated as “UC-1” through “UC-5,” meaning “Upstream Collection” Alternatives #1
through #5.
Table 1: Nomenclature for Upstream Collection Alternatives.
Alternative
Entrance
Reference
Label
Location #
Drawing #
UC-1

#1 only

Dwg #3

UC-2

#1, #2

Dwg #4

UC-3

#1, #4

Dwg #5

UC-4

#1, #5

Dwg #6

UC-5

#1 through #6

Dwg #7

Alternative Description

Entrance left bank 250 m below powerhouse
Entrances left bank 250 m below powerhouse and at
powerhouse
Entrances left bank 250 m below powerhouse and right
bank of powerhouse
Entrances left bank at powerhouse and upstream end of
spillway
Two entrances left bank, two right bank of powerhouse,
two at spillway

4.2 Upstream Passage Alternatives
For this report, Upstream Passage alternatives are defined as beginning at the Fish
Collection Facility, and leading to a fish release site upstream of the dam. A clear
defining line between the Upstream Collection and Upstream Passage facilities is
provided on Drawings 2, 8 and 9. Similar to the process followed to identify the most
promising Upstream Collection systems, five Upstream Passage (UP) alternatives were
identified in meetings/workshops for additional development by the R2 design team.
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Table 2 provides a summary of these five Upstream Passage alternatives, which are
described below and illustrated on Drawings 8 through 16.
Table 2: Nomenclature for Upstream Passage Alternatives.
Alternative Label

Reference Drawing(s)

UP-1

Dwgs #8, 9

UP-2

Dwgs #10-12

UP-3

Dwg #13

Nature-Like Channel

UP-4

Dwg #14

Concrete Fishway

UP-5

Dwg #15

Lift or Lock

UP-6

Dwg #16

UP5 (Lift or Lock) with Challenge

Alternative Description
Trap-and-Transport
UP1 (Trap and Transport) with Challenge

All of these Upstream Passage alternatives are shown on the drawings paired with the
Upstream Collection Facility located at Entrance Location #1, to illustrate how an entire
collection and passage system could be developed for this one location. Working from
this single entrance location also provides a common approach to developing the cost
estimates for the various upstream passage alternatives.
It would be feasible to combine each of the Upstream Passage alternatives with any
Upstream Collection alternative, meaning any of the Passage alternatives should work
with the Collection alternatives. The one exception to this observation is the Nature-Like
Channel (UP Alt #3) that would not work with the Entrance Locations #3, 4, and 5. The
Nature-Like Channel alternative would not be amenable to those entrance locations in the
Central Dam (between the powerhouse and the spillways), as there is generally not
sufficient room to build the channel in these locations (without a conveyance tunnel
through the powerhouse or spillway facilities).
All of these Upstream Passage alternatives are amenable to a phased approach that would
allow construction of an initial Fish Collection Facility (for example Alt UP-1), which
would provide for initial fish sampling and fish transport facilities, and accommodate
future expansion or modification as more fish collection data became available for this
specific site.
4.2.1 Upstream Passage Alt UP-1 – Trap-and-Transport from Fish Collection Facility
Alternative UP-1 shown on Drawings 8 and 9 illustrates a schematic layout for a Trapand-Transport facility, coupled with the Fish Collection Facility described on Drawing 2.
The goals of this facility include:
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Allow reliable collection of fish, while the Fish Collection Facility continues to
operate and collect fish.
Accommodate all of the design species, with an initial bias towards lake sturgeon.
It may also be desirable for the facility to “trap” fish, so that once they enter the
trap it is difficult for them to get back out. Devices such as a “finger weir” or a
“V-trap” are common features included in traps for migratory Pacific salmon;
however, given the uncertain motivation for sturgeon to move upstream, it was
judged to be more desirable to allow a volitional exit from the trap to
accommodate fish that may enter the trap but ultimately decide to move out and
go back downstream. Accommodations to retrofit such trap devices can be
provided in case future research indicates they may be useful for some species.
Provide a relatively low-tech means to sample, tag and observe the fish that enter
the trap, in order to collect biological data (such as species composition, fish size,
fish sex, fish condition, scale or other bio-samples, run timing, time of entry to the
trap, etc.).
Lift the fish from the deep collection pools designed to collect sturgeon from the
bottom of the tailrace, to a safe location for sampling and transport to desired
locations.
Hold fish to observe their condition after sampling
Safely and efficiently transport fish upstream (or to other desired locations) using
a Fish Truck transport system.
Return fish to the tailrace if desired, through a fish return pipe.
Provide design and space flexibility for future modifications and facility
expansion based on fish study data.

The trap-and-transport facilities illustrated on Drawings 8 and 9 are described below, in
the order that fish would flow through the system. Photographs shown on Drawing 8
provide examples of working facilities for some of these key features. As noted above,
this is intended to be a schematic design that identifies and describes all components, and
provides a reasonable sense of scale. Additional design development will be required to
refine exact trap features, dimensions, details, alignment and integration into the project
site, etc. moving forward if this design is to be implemented.
After entering the Collection Chamber, fish would swim through an entrance to an
Intermediate Pool. The Intermediate Pool provides a means to separate the collection
chamber from the trap, which is a mechanism to allow continued collection of fish in the
Collection Chamber and continuous operation of the trap. In future design phases,
additional Intermediate Pools should be considered to facilitate steps to accommodate
facility expansion. Additionally, this Intermediate Pool would function as an entry
“challenge” section of the trap entrance that motivated fish must enter to move into the
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trap. The “challenge” terminology is intended to communicate a means to determine if
fish are truly motivated to move upstream. The Intermediate Pool would have a bulkhead
wall, with an entrance configuration determined to be the best for the target species.
Drawing 9 illustrates an orifice configuration with a closure gate that would allow
dewatering the pools on either side of the bulkhead, and personnel access to inspect and if
necessary manually lift fish from either pool.
Following the Intermediate Pool(s), fish would pass through another orifice (or other
entrance shape), and enter the Trap Pool. The orifice leading into the trap pool would be
fitted with picket gate fabricated of exclusionary bars or screen material to prevent the
smallest design fish from exiting the chamber, but still allow flow into the pool below.
The Trap Pool would contain a fish lift, designed to lift fish trapped in this pool to the
surface for sampling, and transport. Considering that the trap pool would need to be
about 10 metres deep along the tailrace location shown, it was felt that it would be too
labor intensive to dewater and provide personnel access to the bottom of the Trap Pool to
handle fish.
The Trap Pool shown on Drawings 8 and 9 illustrates a Hopper style fish lift with an
overhead hoist that would operate as follows:








Close the picket gate.
Water would still enter the Trap Pool through a wall or floor diffuser, and supply
the Intermediate Pool(s) downstream.
Lift the hopper up to the sampling station level.
Tilt the hopper to transfer the fish into the sampling facilities.
Lower the hopper back into the fish loading position.
Open the picket gate, to allow fish entry to the Trap Pool.
Repeat cycle above.

The frequency of the Fish Lift operation would be a function of the number and size of
fish entering the system, and the desired frequency of transport. For example, many
Pacific salmon facilities are operated at a minimum once every 24 hours to avoid
migration delay, or when the pool is full. The operational frequency would also be
dependent on many logistical issues, such as the availability of qualified staff to operate
the trap, availability of a fish transport truck, etc.
It should be noted that there are many styles and sizes of fish lifts and components
designed to move fish from the lift into a sorting area. The concept shown is sized as a 6
metre wide by 6 metre long trap; which is reasonable to accommodate the numbers and
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sizes of lake sturgeon expected. Additional refinement and detailing of the Trap Pool and
the Fish Lift is recommended in future advancement of the design.
The Fish Lift would transfer fish in the Fish Sampling area. The exact features of a fish
sampling are typically determined based on the biological goals and protocols for
handling the fish. An anesthesia station is often provided to reduce the handling stress on
fish, and to facilitate handling the fish without injuring them. Anesthesia methods
include the use of carbon dioxide gas, different chemical anesthetics, and electroanesthesia systems. These all have their own pros and cons which are outside the scope
of this report; however, they all have a common feature of an anesthesia bath or tank.
After a period in the anesthetic tank, a basket lifts fish onto a sampling table where they
can be examined and then slid to tubes leading to a transport tank, or a series of transport
tanks if sorting is desired. The sorting table would be misted with water to minimize the
stress on fish when out of water, and to maintain a slick surface to slide the fish to its next
destination.
Drawing 9 shows a transfer tube leading from the sorting table to a fish holding/transport
tank adjacent to the facility. A single tank, used to transport all fish to the same
destination, is currently assumed to be sufficient. As a fish passage program is further
defined, provisions to add additional tanks could be considered. After sampling, fish
could be immediately transported to their desired destination, or could be held for a
period to monitor survival and injury rates from the sampling process. The fish
Holding/Transfer Tank shown is large enough to hold one full fish truck’s capacity. Fish
truck tank sizes used for Pacific Salmon range from 200 gal tanks for small loads of fish
(5 or less), to about 2,000 gallons that can hold about 200 (+/- 50) salmon depending on
their size. Given the size of sturgeon, it was estimated that a 1,500 to 2,000 gallon Fish
Truck would be appropriate, although final sizing would be determined through further
study if this alternative were carried forward.
The Truck Loading facility shown on Drawing 9 uses a “drive through” design, where the
tank is elevated over the truck loading station. This provides for ease of positioning the
fish trucks and extra tank volume for fish holding between trips. Fish are transferred into
the truck using a “water-to-water” transfer system, where the fish are always held in
water, resulting in low stress and extremely high survival rates (>99%). It would also be
feasible to design a loading facility that uses a hopper such that fish are lifted directly
from the collection sump to the truck.
Given the cold weather conditions at Keeyask, the sampling area shown would need to be
enclosed in a building to shelter the operators. Additional site needs for a Truck-andTransfer facility would include an access road, parking area, general site improvements
for access, and space reserved for possible future expansion.
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4.2.2 Upstream Passage Alt UP-2 – UP-1 with Fishway Challenge Section
Alt UP-2 shown on Drawings 10 and 11 illustrates a schematic layout for the same Trapand-Transport facility described with Alt UP-1, with a Fishway Challenge Section
(Challenge Section) added between the Collection Facility and the Fish Lift/Sampling
Area. The goals of this facility are focused on differentiating between fish that may have
casually or inadvertently entered the Collection Facility, from those with a strong desire
to move upstream. Just because a fish entered the entrance collector does not necessarily
mean it has a strong urge to move upstream.
The concept proposed to help differentiate the fish that are strongly motivated to move
upstream from other fish is to provide a short section of a fishway that fish would have to
ascend for a certain distance, in order to “prove” they want to move upstream past the
dam. This fishway would be a fully volitional facility, where fish that do not want to
move upstream could enter, turn around, and exit the fishway back to the river below the
dam.
The schematic concept shown on Drawings 10 and 11 to accommodate a Challenge
Section of fishway provides for a large, concrete Research Box adjacent to the Fish
Collection Facility. This box would intercept the fish trap described in Alt UP-1 at the
Intermediate Pool(s), and provide room for a 10 to 15 step fishway towards the east of the
facility, that could double back and reconnect to the Intermediate Pool(s). The
recommended size of the Research Box would need further study; and should be based on
further development of this Challenge Section hypothesis, and development of a study
plan to determine what types of tests, and what types of fishways would be most
appropriate to test. Goals considered at this time include testing different types of
fishways, different slopes, and potentially testing two fishway styles side-by-side.
Drawing 11 shows several ideas for such testing, including:




Configuration #1 – 10 step half-Ice Harbor style fishway, with a pool and orifice
configuration and 23 cm steps at a 6.25% slope.
Configuration #2 – Baffled flume style fishway at a 5% slope
Configuration #3 – Dual test Research Box, to concurrently test both
configurations listed above.

One physical constraint of the orifice entrance provided by the Collection Facility is the
deep elevation to match the tailrace bottom. This results in a relative deep Collection
Chamber, with a water surface that tracks the tailrace. Adding a Challenge Section that is
hydraulically connected to this facility would result in a ~10 metre deep fishway, which
would have very low velocities to attract fish to the next pool. There are two means to
address this concern: 1) lift the fish up to a shallower channel (see Drawing 10), or 2)
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hydraulically disconnect the Challenge Section from the tailrace with a closure gate,
locate the bottom of the channel to be flush with the bottom of the tailrace, and “batch”
feed the fish into this channel (like a fish lock). Both of these alternatives have the
disadvantage of forcing the fish to enter the first few pools (with lift or the lock feature),
and then letting them ascend the challenge section. A volitional exit with a return sluice
to the tailrace could be provided to allow a free exit without reverse travel through the lift
section.
This option is feasible, and would be very amenable as a phased Upstream Passage
feature with any of the entrance locations along the north and south shores. For example,
the expansion opportunities shown on Drawing 12 include addition of the Challenge
Section, a second entrance at UC Entrance Location 2, or both of these features. Adding
a Challenge Section near the entrances on the Transmission Spur is feasible, but would
require more design changes to the project. This concept would need additional design
development to best fit the site, and refine the means to address the “volitional” nature of
the entrance, and minimize or eliminate the need to trap or lift fish near the entrance. For
example, a sloped, natural excavation may be more feasible than constructing a concrete
research box. This alternative would also be easier to accommodate at a shallower
entrance, possibly near UC #6.
4.2.3 Upstream Passage Alt UP-3 – Nature-Like Channel
Alternative UP-3, called a Nature-Like Channel, would be a volitional passage channel
all the way to Gull Lake to allow fish to swim on their own upstream, as shown on
Drawing 13. The goal of this concept is to provide a constructed channel designed to
mimic a natural stream, allowing fish a variety of hydraulic conditions as they swim
through it.
The Nature-Like Channel alternative would be composed of three key features:





A Fish Collection Entrance, similar to the Collection Chamber defined above.
The Nature-Like Channel that would ascend the dam from a low tailwater
elevation of 138.5 metres to the full service pool elevation of 159.0 metres (total
ascent of 20.5 metres).
An Exit Structure leading into Gull Lake that can accommodate the 1.0 metre
water level fluctuation.

There is limited data in the industry for Nature-Like Channels of this height that are
intended for these species. Most of these type channels are designed for lower head
dams. There is also some concern about the motivation lake sturgeon would demonstrate
to ascend such a long and high channel.
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Manitoba Hydro has previously studied this concept, defined as a Nature-Like Channel,
and provided the R2 design team with a conceptual design study completed in 20042 and
20083. This concept resulted in a Nature-Like Channel conceptual alternative that is
summarized on Drawing 13. The R2 design team utilized this previously developed
layout to demonstrate the overall Nature-Like Channel concept, which is sufficient to
communicate the concept, and evaluate the alternative. The concept illustrated in the
conceptual design study has the following characteristics:




The concept shown is about 5,300 metres long, and is composed of four distinct
channel sections as shown on Drawing 13.
The channel sections range in slope from 1.5 to 5.9%.
The design flow is recommended at 6 to 12 m3s.

Based on the review and research into criteria to develop a Nature-Like Channel for
Keeyask, the following observations are presented:














There is limited data currently available to evaluate the potential success of this
style fishway at Keeyask.
The 5.9% slope in Channel Section A (see Drawing 12), may be higher than
desired and further research into this issue is recommended.
A channel entrance transition to the tailrace needs further development; however,
the Collection Chamber concept illustrated on Drawing 2 could be utilized and
connected to a channel entrance.
A channel exit structure would be necessary to accommodate the 1.0 metre
reservoir fluctuation, and maintain constant (or a defined variable range) flow into
the channel.
This concept may work better for species other than lake sturgeon, and would
require further research. Research is ongoing in the hydropower industry, and
more data should be available on this topic every year.
Flows ranging from 6 to 12 m3/s seem reasonable for such a channel; however,
lake sturgeon typically are found in larger flows so it is difficult to predict if they
would ascend the entire channel.
The 5,300 metre length (which would be longer if the slope in Section A is
reduced), may be too long for lake sturgeon to successfully pass.
If year-round use is desired, the channel may freeze over in the winter months.
If year-round use is not desired, the channel would need to be dewatered each
year, and fish stranding would be an operational risk, as it would be difficult to
remove all fish in such a long channel with a diverse substrate.
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Additional research and additional design is recommended if this alternative is carried
forward, yet the concept is understood well enough to perform the ranking relative to the
other alternatives.
4.2.4 Upstream Passage Alt UP-4 – Concrete Fish Ladder
Alt UP-4 provides a Concrete Fish Ladder alternative as another style of volitional
passage fishway that would allow fish to freely swim past the dam, or turn around and
exit the fish ladder. The goal of this alternative is similar to that for the Nature-Like
Channel; however, this concept utilizes an engineered structure that can be steeper and
shorter than the channel alternative.
Concrete fish ladders are common fish passage features at dams with proven success
depending on the design species, the ladder style, height of the dam, length of the ladder,
water quality, and other issues such as proper maintenance, avian and aquatic predators in
or near the ladder, etc. While certain ladder designs are proven to be very successful for
Pacific salmon, the certainty of passage for sturgeon is less clear. The same concern for
lake sturgeon to be motivated to ascend the Concrete Ladder must be considered, as
described above.
Research done by the R2 design team identified aspects of fish ladders appropriate for
sturgeon. R2 also developed initial guidelines to configure a concrete ladder for Keeyask
based on the Ice Harbor style ladder known to pass large white sturgeon at The Dalles
Dam in the US. The half- Ice Harbor style ladder shown on Drawing 14 includes baffles
with an overflow weirs and a bottom orifice. This concept has the following
characteristics:








90 steps at 23 cm height each, resulting in a total elevation gain of 20.7 metres.
The Concrete Ladder would need to be at least 320 metres long, just to
accommodate the number of pools necessary to ascend the 20.7 metre height.
The concept illustrated on Drawing 14 is drawn at about 500 metres long to
accommodate turning pools, and entrance/exit features.
The alignment shown is simply to illustrate the necessary fish ladder length.
Additional work to fit a concrete ladder alternative into the site and current design
of the dam features would be required during future design phases. Special care
must be taken to preserve access to the powerhouse via the north access road and
the access door leading into the north side of the powerhouse.
The slope of each ladder section is set at 6.25%. Overall slope may be less
depending on how the ladder is fit into the site.
The ladder design flow is 1.5 m3/s, calculated based on the orifice size and weir
length shown with the 23 cm step height.
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The Fish Collection Facility shown on Drawing 2 would be coupled to the ladder
entrance, to lift fish from the bottom of the tailrace up to the tailrace water level
(about 10 m). This is not a truly “volitional” feature; therefore, an alternate
configuration with an entrance transition section could be added instead of the
trap. This should be explored during future design phases, if this alternative is
carried forward.
A channel exit structure would be necessary to accommodate the 1.0 metre
reservoir fluctuation, and maintain constant flow into the channel based on the
pool and orifice step design, which needs a constant flow. This structure would
require five pools with adjustable overflow gates, as shown on Drawing 14.
If year-round use is desired, the flows in the ladder may not be sufficient to avoid
freezing over in the winter months. A cover over the ladder or additional flow
could be required to address freezing concerns.
If year-round use is not desired, the Concrete Ladder would be more feasible to
dewater and salvage fish than the Nature-Like Channel alternative.

Sample photographs are provided on Drawing 14 to help illustrate the ladder concept,
pool details, control gates at the exit, and how the ladder could traverse the dam. Like the
Nature-Like Channel Alternative, additional research and design development is
recommended if this alternative is carried forward.
4.2.5 Upstream Passage Alt UP-5 – Lift or Lock to Passage Channel
Alt UP-5 provides one concept for a Fish Lift or Lock, connected to the Fish Collection
Facility shown at Entrance #1. The advantage of a lock or a lift style passage facility is
typically a reduction in fish handling, and elimination of a truck transport as described
with Alt UP-1. For example, fish could enter the Collection Facility, and be lifted
through a fish lift or lock directly over the dam. The disadvantage of a dedicated trap is
the fixed location associated with the trap, as a truck could release the fish at any point in
the reservoir. However, the lock facility illustrated on Drawing 14 demonstrates the need
to transport fish from the Collection Facility to the Lock Facility shown near the dam,
which eliminates some of these advantages, as least for Entrance Locations #1 and #3
(see Drawing 1).
Facilities shown on Drawing 14 include:



The Collection Facility with an adjustable entrance and AWS, as described
earlier.
A transport channel where the fish could swim, or be crowded towards a lock/lift
facility. Note that this transport channel could be configured to act as one style of
a Challenge Section for this alternative.
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A fish crowder is shown to help force fish into the fish lock.
The Lock facility, shown as a circular style lock that would operate as follows:
Fish would be crowded into an open gate, leading into the lock.
The lock door would close, and screened water provided from the reservoir and
controlled by valves would fill the lock up to the lake level.
A brail (similar to a basket made of perforated plate material) would follow the
water surface up as it rises, maintaining a relative depth of about 2.5 metres so the
fish would remain at the same atmospheric pressure for the lift cycle.
When full, release gate would be opened near the surface, and fish could swim, be
crowded, or sluiced into Gull Lake through the release channel.
The lock could then be drained in the reverse cycle, and the lift cycle repeated.
A Release Channel would need further investigation to determine the safest and
most reliable means to release the fish back into the forebay.

For this site, a lift or lock alternative would be more amenable to the entrances located
near the dam (UC Entrance Location 1 or 4, Drawing 1); however, the concept shown on
Drawing 14 is sufficient to define the concept for evaluation.
An alternative trap concept is shown in dashed lines on Drawing 14, which would
provide more of a surface style, hopper/cart type fish lift. This concept would provide a
cart on rails that could load fish directly from the Fish Sampling facility. Rather than
using a truck for transport, the cart could be moved along the rails towards the dam, and
then hoisted up inclined rails where it would park in a release structure and release the
fish into the forebay. For Location UC #1, that style would likely be less costly, and
would be feasible at this site. A tram style lift could also be feasible at this site. All of
these style of lifts would be amenable to a phased approach, possibly starting with a trapand-transport facility with provisions to add a lock or trap feature in the future.
4.2.6 Upstream Passage Alt UP-6 – Lift or Lock to Passage Channel with Challenge
Section of Fishway
Alt UP-6 is shown schematically on Drawing 16, with two potential locations for a
Challenge Section. The Challenge Section shown to the east of the Fish Collection
Facility is illustrated on Drawings 10 and 11. A similar challenge section could be
provided in the Transport Channel leading from the Fish Collection Facility to the Fish
Lock.
This concept could be similarly added to a Lift or Lock concept at any of the entrance
locations, and would also be more amenable to the north side of the tailrace entrances, or
the south bank fishway entrance locations.
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4.3 Downstream Collection and Passage
Downstream fish passage considerations differ from upstream passage because even if no
additional facilities are added to the project there will still be downstream passage
through the turbines or spillway (when it is open). In fact, even with the addition of
facilities to enhance downstream fish passage, fish will still pass downstream via the
turbines. As such, the turbines have been designed with features to reduce injury and
mortality of fish. When assessing impacts of fish passage through turbines and potential
mitigation alternatives there are several factors that need to be considered: the size,
speed, and design parameters of the turbines and the design of the trashracks at the
turbine intakes.
The Keeyask GS turbines have integrated consideration of a number of variables
affecting fish passage survival in the selection and development processes. Although
there are many variables to consider beyond those specifically relevant for fish survival
(particularly efficiency and cost), a general objective for the Keeyask GS turbine
selection and development is to achieve a minimum survival rate of 90% for fish as large
as 500 mm.
The turbines for the Keeyask GS are large-diameter, fixed-blade, propeller turbines
operating at a low rotational speed. These features will enhance fish survival during
passage. Details regarding specific design parameters are available within the Keeyask
EIS.
At smaller hydroelectric projects it is sometimes possible to screen all fish away from the
turbines and divert them through a safe downstream bypass facility under all but flood
flow conditions. This is accomplished through the use of full exclusionary screens,
which screen all of the flow entering the turbines based on well established fish screening
criteria designed to allow fish to maintain swimming control and orientation, so they may
swim away from the screens and enter bypass systems. However, on larger rivers full
exclusionary screening is typically not practical because screens sized to meet safe design
standards for juvenile fish would need to be so large they would be nearly impossible to
operate and maintain due to debris and ice loads, and would likely cause greater injury
and mortality to small fish than passage through the turbines. This is especially true
when fisheries features are integrated into the design of turbines, such as those planned
for the Keeyask GS. For example full exclusionary screens designed to industry accepted
criteria at Keeyask GS would require a screen area over 3.5 hectares (8.6 acres, based on
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)4 criteria of 0.4 feet per second approach
velocity on an exclusionary screen with active screen cleaners), with multiple bypass
systems and automated screen cleaners. This would be an extremely difficult screening
system to operate and maintain, and screening systems of this size simply do not exist in
the industry as they are considered infeasible.
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Various other structural downstream passage alternatives were developed and examined
as part of the feasibiliy study1. However, due to uncertainty regarding their likelihood of
success and the immature state of technology for the downstream passage of the target
species no alternatives were found which offered a viable option preferable to turbine
passage. Because of this reality, the most suitable alternative for downstream passage is
simply allowing fish to pass downstream in the turbine flow, taking advantage of the high
survival rates afforded by the Keeyask turbine design. Subsequent stages of study may
examine opportunities to add exclusionary techniques aimed at reducing the entrainment
of larger fish at greater risk of injury or mortality due to turbine passage.

5.0 Summary and Conclusions
This report summarizes the preliminary conceptual designs for opportunities to develop
effective and practicable strategies that provide safe fish movement at the Keeyask GS
site. The report provides context for the issues associated with fish passage facilities and
identifies potential fish passage facilities with supporting technical information for future
discussion and analysis as the design, construction and operation of the project moves
forward. The remainder of this section includes a summary of the biological uncertainties
associated with fish passage facilities at the Keeyask GS and recommendations for
further consideration.

5.1 Biological Uncertainties
While upstream and downstream fish passage facilities are an obvious consideration
when protecting obligate anadromous fish populations such as Pacific salmon that must
migrate between fresh and salt water to complete their life history, the benefit is not as
clear when considering fish movements between freshwater habitats, such as the case at
Keeyask GS. General ecological guidelines suggest that maintaining river connectivity
enhances the viability of fish populations by providing access to critical habitats,
reducing extinction risks, maintaining genetic diversity, or increasing the potential for
recolonization after local extirpation. While these guidelines are well-supported in the
scientific literature, they are neither site nor species-specific and should be considered in
light of potential negative concerns associated with upstream passage. Concerns may
include but are not limited to target species lacking migratory motivation, the passage of
fish into marginal upstream habitats, and exposing fish to cumulative dam passage risks.
Some fish may exhibit movements between freshwater habitats as part of foraging,
spawning, or dispersal behavior, may exhibit movements while seeking temperature or
other refugia, or may exhibit movements that appear random. Other fish may exhibit
limited movements and complete their entire life cycle within a single reach or tributary.
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The life stage, species and number of fish exhibiting directed upstream or downstream
movements will affect the perception of fish passage facility success regardless of the
size, design or operational characteristics of the facility.
As indicated, based on monitoring studies completed to date the fish species present at
the Keeyask site do not appear to be undertaking movement behaviors typical of
migratory species, as a requirement of their life history. Fish can move up and down over
the GS site, but movements appear to be more for foraging movements rather than
activities such as spawning. However, uncertainty exists regarding the degree to which
directed upstream and downstream movements are exhibited by each species and life
stage in the Keeyask Study Area. Ideally, these and other relevant biological factors
would be clearly understood and used in guiding subsequent engineering efforts to
develop appropriate fish passage facility alternatives.
However, given remaining
biological uncertainties, an iterative approach is prudent in which uncertainties are
resolved and passage facility alternatives are refined accordingly.

5.2 Recommendations
Providing fish passage opportunities and facilities at the Keeyask project is a complex
subject. The following observations and initial recommendations are provided on how to
advance this subject.
5.2.1 Phased Approach – General
There are several uncertainties with fish behavior at the Keeyask site, especially with
how they will behave following construction of the project. A common approach in the
development of fish passage facilities is to prioritize these uncertainties relative to their
importance to achieving project success. Based on these biological uncertainties, the
development of a biological fish passage study plan to reduce uncertainties is
recommended. It is also recommended that any Keeyask GS fish passage facility
provisions to retrofit any sort of long term fish passage option such as those described
herein, be designed with expansion and adaptability in mind, such that future studies
could build on and use any base passage provisions. In addition, it is recommended that
an iterative approach is used to refine the fish movement strategy that complements other
aquatic resource measures.
5.2.2 Upstream Collection and Passage Facilities
Based on the phased approach concept described above, it is recommended that a phased
development of facilities be considered by providing provisions to: a) retrofit an initial
fish collection facility; and b) for potential retrofit of upstream fish passage facility
alternatives. As indicated, these provisions have been made through reserving land at
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several locations adjacent to the GS as potential sites for the installation of a fish passage
facility and installing non-functional “closed” structures in locations where it would be
difficult (i.e., inaccessible and/or technically challenging) to construct a structure after the
project is in place such that these structures could be “opened” if required. All potential
sites would then be available for selection once the near-field information from postproject monitoring becomes available. The specific location and engineering details of
any selected collection and upstream passage facilities and subsequent provisions for
their retrofit would need to be refined through subsequent phases of the design process.
It is recommended that a biological fish passage study plan be implemented that
addresses the current unknowns and concern regarding upstream collection and passage
of these freshwater species. The Keeyask Aquatic Effects Monitoring Plan will describe
initial studies designed to collect data on movements for the key species as they approach
the GS. Through recent discussions with regulators a commitment has been made to
undertake a collaborative process to develop an experimental program to investigate near
field fish behavior, including that of fish caught below the GS and moved to upstream
locations. This will assist in optimizing the best location to retrofit an upstream fish
collection facility or upstream passage facility at the Keeyask GS, once constructed, if it
is determined that it is necessary to support the fish populations associated with the new
ecosystem created by the project.
5.2.3 Downstream Passage
The turbine and spillway passage routes noted are expected to deal appropriately with
downstream fish passage. Due to uncertainty regarding their likelihood of success and the
immature state of technology for the downstream passage of the target species, no
alternatives were found which offered a viable option preferable to turbine passage.
Because of this reality, the most suitable alternative for downstream passage is simply
allowing fish to pass downstream in the turbine flow, taking advantage of the high
survival rates afforded by the Keeyask turbine design.
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